2021 Graduation Reception and Awards Ceremony

Department of English

Monday, May 3 — 3:00 p.m.
Online

The College of Liberal Arts and Sciences
Arizona State University
WELCOME
Bradley Ryner, Interim Chair and Associate Professor

FEATURED SPEAKER
Aviva Dove-Viebahn Assistant Professor of Film and Media Studies

AWARDS CEREMONY
Presented by Bradley Ryner

Aleida Rodriguez Memorial Award in Creative Writing
Fall 2020: Steffi Sin

ASU Department of English Outstanding Graduate Teaching Assistant Awards
2020-2021: Kristin Bennett and Michelle Glerum

Carl C. Carlie Linguistics Fellowship
2021-22: Mary Bartlow

The College of Liberal Arts and Sciences Dean’s Medal
Fall 2020: Alexandra Rios
Spring 2021: Sisko Stargazer

Department of English Faculty Scholarship
2021: William Strzala

Don and Alleen Nilsen Humor Scholarship Award
2021: Briana Bandy and Jeff Griggs

English International Graduate Student Book Scholarship
2021-2022: Muhammad Irfan Zamzami

Friends of the Department of English Scholarship
Fall 2021: Zane Encinas

George and Collice Portnoff Endowed Fellowship in Comparative Literature
2021-22: Muhammad Irfan Zamzami
High Impact Internship Awards
Spring 2021: Andrea Yang and Ainslee Dicken

Homecoming Writing Contest
Fall 2020: Zane Encinas, Breanne Hoffman and Sally Krueger-Wyman

Jules J. Anatole Creative Writing Scholarship
Fall 2021: Camry Romney

Katharine C. Turner Dissertation Fellowship
2021-22: Clarissa Goldsmith

Mabelle A. Lyon Poetry Award
Fall 2020: Julian Delacruz

Marvin M. Fisher Book Award
Spring 2021: Leila Gholami
Fall 2021: Mohammed Iddrisu

Marvin M. Fisher Scholarship
2020-2021: Scott Caddy
2021-2022: Rachel Reeher

Nick Ivins Memorial Literature Scholarship
Fall 2021: Thomas Bate

Outstanding Paper on Second Language Writing Award
Spring 2021: Xiao Tan

Wilfred A. Ferrell Memorial Fellowship
2021-22: Kelly Baur

Glendon and Kathryn Swarthout Awards in Writing
Spring 2021: Autumn Cooper, Carolina Quintero, Genevieve Witter, Nathasha Webb-Villegas, Christopher Clements, Camry Romney, BreeAnna Scott-West, Ruth Beadle, Maritza Estrada, Anna Flores, Xu Li, Jade Cho, Jules Hogan, Steffi Sin, James Bennett, Christie Louie
A special THANK YOU to our donors:

Mr. and Mrs. Ronald M. Anatole
Jules J. Anatole Creative Writing Scholarship

Jai Young Park
English International Graduate Student Book Scholarship

Joan and Charles Berry
Carl C. Carlie Fellowship

Legacy gift from Glendon and Kathryn Swarthout
Glendon and Kathryn Swarthout Awards in Writing

Sean Coughlon
Aleida Rodriguez Memorial Award in Creative Writing

Memorial gift by friends and family of Mabelle Lyon
Mabelle A. Lyon Poetry Award

Michael and Deborah Elliott
Marvin Fisher Scholarship

Memorial gift coordinated by Nicholas Salerno
George and Collice Portnoff Endowed Fellowship in Comparative Literature

Margaret Ferrell
Wilfred A. Ferrell Fellowship

Legacy gift from Katharine C. Turner
Katharine Turner Dissertation Fellowship

Marvin M. Fisher
Marvin M. Fisher Book Award

Individual or anonymous contributors
English Faculty Scholarship, Friends of English Scholarship, Homecoming Writing Awards, Outstanding TA Awards, Film & Media Studies Scholarship Awards, High Impact Internship Awards

Ed, Jaki, and Hayley Ivins
Nick Ivins Memorial Literature Scholarship

Don and Alleen Nilsen
Don and Alleen Nilsen Humor Scholarship Award

Paul Kei Matsuda
Outstanding Paper on Second Language Writing Award

Memorial gift coordinated by Katharine C. Turner
Katharine Turner Dissertation Fellowship

Dan Harkins
Salerno and Harkins Film Studies Award
In recognition of other university and external awards

ASU The College of Liberal Arts and Sciences Graduate Excellence Award
2020-2021: Steffi Sin

Conference on College Composition and Communication Disability in College Composition Travel Award
2021: Kristin Bennett

ASU Graduate College Interdisciplinary Enrichment Fellowship
2020-2021: De’Aris Rhymes

ASU Graduate College Completion Fellowship
2021-2022: Narin Loa

ASU Graduate College Fellowship
2021-2022: Mary Bartlow, Addison Gallegos and Justin Scholes